ABSTRACT. In this paper we give conditions on the zeros and poles of a Blaschke quotient in order to obtain a normal meromorphic function, extending the condition for normality given by Cima and Colwell to the case of zeros and poles forming interpolating sequences and of bounded multiplicities. It is also shown that a similar characterization does not apply in the case of unbounded multiplicities.
ON NORMALITY OF BLASCHKE QUOTIENTS
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1. Normal functions: basic definitions and results. Let x be the chordal metric on C, the extended plane, normalized so that x(0, oo) = 1.
If / is a meromorphic function defined on A, the open unit disk, then the spherical derivative of / is the nonnegative function Of which assigns to every point c € A DEFINITION. The function / is called normal provided that aj < +00. The number a¡ is termed the normality constant of f.
The notion of a normal meromorphic function was introduced by Lehto and Virtanen in [6] . The justification for the terminology is based on an equivalence given by the following result. is a normal family; namely, every sequence in 7¡ admits a subsequence converging on compact subsets, possibly with limit 00.
The Theorem of Arzelà-Ascoli asserts that a family of continuous functions on A with images in a compact metric space is normal if and only if it is equicontinuous on each compact subset of A (cf. [1, p. 222] ). In the special case of C endowed with the chordal metric x, a meromorphic function / on A is normal if and only if the family 7/ is equicontinuous on compact subsets of A.
We recall that the hyperbolic distance p(zi, z2) between two points z\ and z2 in A is defined by 1 fl + \LZl(z2)\\ where La(z) = (a -z)/(l -äz), for a, z £ A. By its invariance under composition with a conformai automorphism of A, the equicontinuity on compact subsets of A of the family 7/ is equivalent to the uniform continuity of / as a map of the metric space (A,/j) to (C,x)-As a consequence, we have THEOREM 2. Let w\ ^ w2 £ C, and let f be a normal meromorphic function taking the values wi and w2. Assume that f~1({u>i}) and f_1({w2}) form two infinite sets: r1({w1}) = {zk\k£N} and /^({w,}) = {çk\ k £ N}.
Then there exists a positive constant c such that p(zk,Çj) > c for all k,j £ N. In particular, if f has an infinity of zeros and an infinity of poles, the p-distance of a zero from a pole cannot become arbitrarily small.
Normality of Blaschke quotients.
By a Blaschke quotient we mean the quotient of two Blaschke products with no zeros in common. We shall use the notation ß(2n) for the Blaschke product with zeros (zn) and Q(Zn-Wn) for the Blaschke quotient B(Zn)/B(Wn).
If (zn) and (wn) are the zeros and the poles of a normal function /, then infmi"eN p(zm,w") cannot be zero, by Theorem 2.
Our aim is to obtain some kind of converse in the special case of a Blaschke quotient. It is handy to introduce an alternative metric on A closely related to p. Theorem 4 applies only to Blaschke quotients with simple zeros and poles. We shall establish a similar necessary and sufficient condition for a Blaschke quotient for which there is a bound on the multiplicities of the zeros and poles. LEMMA 1. Let Q = QtZnlWrl) be nonnormal.
Then there exists a sequence (ak)k€N in A such that \ak\ -* 1, B(Zn)(ak) -» 0, and B(Wn)(ak) -» 0.
PROOF. Since Q is not normal, there exists a sequence (ak)ke.y¡ in A such that [ciA;| -»-1 and (2) lim (1 -\ak\2)oQ(ak) = +oo.
fc-»oo
Since B(2") and B<Wn) have modulus less than 1 in A, we have (1 -|z|2)|Z?! n)(z)| < 1 and (1 -\z\2)\B[Wn)(z)\ < 1, for \z\ < 1. Thus
From (2) and (3) we conclude that \B'Zn)(ak)\ -► 0 and \B(Wn)(ak)\ -► 0.
If we add the assumption that the sequences (zn) and (wn) are interpolating and that their multiplicities are bounded, then Lemma 1 admits a converse, Lemma 2. The proof we give uses the following property of interpolating sequences, proved Then limjt $(zm(k), wm{k)) = 0 by the triangle inequality. Thus by (1) we have p(zm(k)iWm(^k)) tends to zero. Hence Q is not normal. THEOREM 6. Let Q be a Blaschke quotient with distinct zeros (zn) and poles (wn) forming two interpolating sequences in A, not necessarily simple. Suppose that there exists a positive integer M such that the multiplicities vn and pn of Q at zn and wn respectively are bounded above by M for all n £ N. Then Q is normal if and only if the sequence formed by the zeros and poles of Q is interpolating.
PROOF. Denote by BT ,,BT , the two Blaschke products defining Q and by BrZn),B'Wn) the Blaschke products having the same zeros as BT , and BT ,, respectively, all simple. Since every zero of BT , and BT. , has multiplicity no greater than M we have (4) \B{Zn)\M <\B¡Zn)\<\B{Zn)\ and \B{Wn)\M < \BTWJ < \B{wJ.
Thus by Lemmas 1 and 2 and (4), the Blaschke quotient Q is not normal if and only if there exists a sequence (ak)ke^ in A with lim|ofc| = 1, lim|J5(an)(ofc)| = lim|jB(u,B)(ofc)| = 0. But this statement is equivalent to saying that the Blaschke quotient Q\ = B(t\/B<w<t\ is not normal. By Theorem 4, Qi is normal if and only if its zeros and poles form an interpolating sequence.
It is natural to ask whether Theorem 6 can be extended to a Blaschke quotient with no restriction at all on the multiplicities of its zeros and/or poles. The answer is "no in general" as we shall see in Theorem 7.
Suppose BTz , is a Blaschke product with zeros (z"), an interpolating sequence in A, and let vn denote the multiplicity at zn, with lim"_00 vn = +00. For z £ A the inequality \BT ,(z)\ < \B(Zn)(z)\ holds, so that if (ak)kew is a sequence in A satisfying the condition \B(Zn)(ak)\ -» 0 then \BT Jak)\ -> 0. However the converse is not true in general as we see in the following We construct a sequence (zn)nez as an orbit of (rn)"ez by setting zn = rn(0) = (An -l)/(An + 1). Then (zn) is strictly increasing, -1 < zn < 1, r(zn) -zn+\, inf(zn) = -1, and sup(z") = 1. Moreover, the Blaschke condition l]neZ(l-|z"|) < +00 is satisfied: License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
We now construct the normalized convergent Blaschke product B* having each zn as a zero of multiplicity |n| and no others. We observe that both B = 5(0") and B* take on real values on the interval (-1,1) and that Bor and B are negatives of one another. In fact, LZn+l o r = LZn, since r(zn) = zn+i and both functions take on the same values at -1 and By (6) , (7) and Theorem 3 we conclude that (ak) is an interpolating sequence. In either case, the product on right-hand side is bounded below by the positive constant £c, which is independent of h. Therefore, by Theorem 3, the "union" (wn) of the two sequences (ak) and (zn) is interpolating. Let B denote the Blaschke product relative to (ak). Then by Theorem 4 the Blaschke quotient B^Zn)/B is normal. Since (ak) is interpolating in A, by Lemma 
